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My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral is far more red than her lips' red;



If snow be white; why then her breasts are dun;
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.



I have seen roses damasked, red and white,
But no such roses see I in her cheeks,



And in some perfumes is there more delight
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.



I love to hear her speak, yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound;



I grant I never saw a goddess go -
My mistress when she walks treads on the ground.



And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.



Facts About Shakespeare!
● William was born on April 23,1564, in 

the family of a murchant.
● At the age of eleven he entered 

grammar school, where he was taught  
grammar, Latin and rhetoric.

● В.Шекспир родился 23 
апреля,1564 года.

● В возрасте 11 лет поступил в 
грамматическую школу, где 
изучал грамматику, латинский 
и риторику.



● In his salad days he married 
Ann Heatheway and they had  
three children.
● Будучи совсем молодым он 

женился на Энн Хатауэй. У 
них было трое детей.



● In 1585 he left 
Stratford-on-Avon 
and became an 
actor. Later he 
organized his own 
theatre - “Globe 
theatre” the plays 
are still done there.

● В 1585 году он покинул  родной 
город и стал актером. Позже 
организовал  собственный 
театр. Этот театр является 
действующим по сей день.



● His death was 
mysterious 
because the dates 
of his birth and 
death were the 
same. He died on 
April 23 in 1616. It 
was the day of his 
birthday.

● В. Шекспир умер 
23 апреля, 1616 
года в день своего 
рождения.



● But only 400 years 
later he was 
regarded as the 
greatest author in 
English literature.

● He wrote 37 plays 
and they are still 
frequently read 
through out the 
world.

● Лишь спустя 400 лет, 
В.Шекспир был 
признан великим 
драматургом в 
английской 
литературе

● Он написал 37 пьес, 
которые популярны 
во всем мире и в 
наши дни.


